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EAT LOVE at the Vienna Biennale from 28.5. to 3.10.2021 
Tomorrow's food and food spaces 

 

As an extension of our focus topic "Let's talk food", we are bringing the creative and innovative 

potential of the food industry to the table during the Vienna Biennale for Change 2021 from 28 May 

to 3 October. 

 

In cooperation with the MAK, we were looking for creative, sustainable solutions around the topics 

of tomorrow's food and food spaces - from architecture to design to multimedia - in a Creative 

Challenge entitled "EAT LOVE". 

 

A jury selected five projects that can be experienced as part of the studio mobil / think tank station 

for three days and nights each during the Vienna Biennale and the Vienna Design Week. 

 

The think tank station tours the city between 28 May and 3 October and offers a full programme: 

from a workshop in which vegan caviar is produced from Danube water plants to film screenings 

and experiencing the taste of empathy. The studio mobil / think tank station with contributions from 

Viennese creatives is a "filling station for the post-fossil age" that invites you to join in and have 

your say. 

 

The studio mobil / think tank station will stop at the following locations in 
Vienna: 
 

MAK Stubenring (in front of the main entrance). 

27 to 29 May 2021 from 0 am to midnight 

 

Viktor-Adler-Markt 

25 to 27 June 2021 from 0 am to midnight 

 

Naschmarkt 

29 to 31 July 2021 from 0 am to midnight 

 

MuseumsQuartier (at the Platz der Menschenrechte) 

3 and 4 September 2021: Panel EAT LOVE at the PLANET MATTERS Conference 

 

Vienna Design Week, festival headquarters in the 20th district 

1 to 3 October 2021 from 0 am to midnight 

 

  

https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/foerderungen/infos/lets-talk-lebensmittel/
https://www.viennabiennale.org/
https://sys.mailworx.info/sys/r.aspx?sub=XX&link=r6TD
https://uttnext.com/
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/veranstaltungen/konferenz-planet-matters-am-3-und-49-1396/
https://www.viennadesignweek.at/
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These are the projects of the EAT LOVE winners: 
 

Common Growth 

Ana Maria Chiriac & Katharina Sauermann 

Common Growth proposes the city as an agro-ecological model, combining social housing with the 

concept of permaculture. The focus is on children and their encounters and experiences with 

natural processes. 

 

cucina alchimia 

The cucina alchimia explores and conveys synergy effects between art, design and culinary arts 

with an installation. 

 

 

The Flavour of Compassion 

Urska Golob & Fransisca Tan 

If compassion could be perceived and evoked through food (design), how would it taste? And how 

would it influence our society? This is what The Flavour of Compassion addresses in an interactive 

research format. 

 

Food Atlas Vienna 

Vanessa Braun & Daniel Löschenbrand 

The Food Atlas Vienna is a holistic representation of Vienna's food landscape. With the 

visualisation of key aspects of the urban food system, existing food structures and the associated 

new potentials are highlighted. 

 

Viennese Caviar goes Vegan 

Anastasia Eggers & Ottonie von Roeder 

Every year, the City of Vienna removes about 2,600 tons of water plants from the Old Danube to 

make swimming and boating possible. The project Viennese Caviar goes Vegan shows how this 

edible resource can be used. Vegan caviar is produced from it in workshops. 

 

Your health is important to us! 

Compliance with the so-called "3 G rule" (tested, recovered, vaccinated) is required. Please have 

the proof ready and show it. 

We ask you to wear a mouth-nose protection already when entering the premises. Please refrain 

from attending 

- in case of respiratory diseases or symptoms of diseases 

- if you have been in contact with persons suffering from COVID-19 or if you suspect cases in your 

immediate environment. 

 

Architectural design studio mobil / think tank station © urbanthinktank_next: Hubert Klumpner, 

Michael Walczak and Alejandro Jaramillo Quintero 

 

http://www.cucina-alchimia.org/
https://www.foodatlaswien.com/

